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INTRODUCTION 

The registration of vital events is not a new phenomenon with 
some systems in Europe dating back to the 1500's. Even in the 
United States, some of the early roots were laid in the 1600's. 
The same can also be said for the use of vital statistics data 
with the most famous early use by John Graunt of the Bills of 
Mortality in London in the 1600's. Despite these early 
beginnings, the vital registration system and the use of the 
records to produce vital statistics data did not become 
widespread in the United States until after 1900. 

In this paper, I will discuss efforts that have been made to 
improve both the vital registration system and the vital 
statistics product derived therefrom, both in terms of 
completeness and quality. I will limit most of my discussion to 
efforts directed at improving birth and death registration since 
those have been the two data systems of most interest and where 
most of the efforts have been directed. I will discuss some of 
the early methods used, some things that are currently being 
done, and some things we hope to accomplish in the future. The 
one concept that I most want to convey is that efforts to improve 
the vital registration/vital statistics system can never stop. 
While the techniques may change, we can never stop the process of 
evaluating the product and promoting improvements. 

HISTORY OF VITAL REGISTRATION IN THE UNITED STATES 

The vital statistics system had its beginning in western Europe 
long before Europeans arrived in the United States. Vital 
statistics, like many other U.S. government systems, followed 
previously established European patterns in the early years, 
particularly those of England. 

The earliest vital statistics registration law in the U.S. was 
enacted in Virginia in 16~. This law required that once a year 
a minister or warden from each parish appear in court on the 
first day of June to present a register of christenings, 
marriages, and burials for the previous year. This register 
covered only those events for which rites were conducted by the 
church, but in effect, they provided a rough account of births, 
marriages, and deaths for the area. 

In a 1639 law enacted in Massachusetts, two significant 
modifications were made to the VirginIa law. The Massachusetts 
law required that, (1) government officials, rather than church 
officials, keep the records, and (2) the records be of births, 
deaths, and marriages rather than church-related ceremonies. 
These changes were significant in establishing the present vital 
statistics registration system. 

When the U.S. Constitution was framed, it included a provision 
--~---- ... -.. ---.. -, .. ~-..,.-~ "'--
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During the 1700's and early 1800's, there was a growing interest 
in vital statistics, especially death data. The industrial 
revolution played a significant role in creating an interest in, 
and a need for data on deaths. 

Generally speaking, registration laws did not keep pace with the 
need for vital statistics. In 1842, Massachusetts enacted the 
first law that gave a State agency control over the registration 
system. Other States and cities followed, but progress was very 
slow over the next 60 years. Between 1850 and 1900, the only 
available national vital statistics data were those collected as 
part of each decennial census. 

Before 1900, the role of the Federal Government in promoting and 
developing the vital statistics system was minimal. Their role 
mainly consisted of the collection of data during the decennial 
census. In 1880, the U.S. Bureau of the Census established the 
"death registration area" which at that time was only composed of 
two States, Massachusetts and New Jersey, the District of 
Columbia, and several large cities having efficient systems for 
the registration of deaths. The Census Bureau obtained copies of 
actual death certificates from these areas and used these records 
to supplement data obtained through the Census. This represented 
the first time that actual death records were used in the United 

States in the production of national mortality statistics. The 
practice was repeated in the Census years of 1890 and 1900 with 
the number of States and cities providing records increasing each 
year. The requirements for inclusion in the "death registration 
area" were that the area had to have a mandatory registration 
system, that they collect certain data items on their reporting 
form, and that they register at least 90% of the events. The 
"birth registration area", established in 1915, had the same 
requirements for inclusion. 
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1800' s was --r~effective 'pnd that a source of ,_f_o!"L~iIl1l9U,§, data _a...bouj:. 
what was ha . :±:rrs;r:-±n---tire:-co;m.t.r:z-w'as ne'eded, especiallY4 
regaroing ciT"oeo':Ce -we!:~...,g'y'in9:.J~. At that time, not all 

a es a enac e laws' i~quiring the registration of deaths, and 
in many States the existing laws were poorly enforced. The first 
Model State Vital Statistics Act was developed in 1907 and was 
actively promoted by the u.S. Bureau of the Census. The "birth 

4!~ t~ ~i i~~a ~~;~ :e ;~~~~ i~i~~Ia~:'-~r!h;~lt~ ~1~a ~~~1c~ 
_-----..J2..- J:.9 r_lli..§..~r.Q..du~tJ.Qn oJ. !l.?_t i 9D~J __ J)i_f,th.,,<~tI,1~g,,",_cLe_~:t ll}?!~! }_~!2:_~,.: 

With the increase in social programs in the 1930's and the entry 
of the United States into. World War II iD.194J, the need "fCJr-.. --~. 

~;~~! ti~~r~-~~~*f~%~~-J'§ w~~·Iffi-~~e?~5e,~~~\~'fR~1i~~~f~~~n 
aDour-maKlng the vital statistics registration system a federal 
system. It was decided, however, to leave the system in the 
hands of the States, but the Federal Government would provide 
more assistance to the States to promote improvements. 

Since 1950, attention has been focused on improving the quality 
of vital statistics and making them more useful and widely 
available. Interest in vital statistics widened when State and 
Federal agencies, challenged to define needs for and effects of 
various State and Federal health and welfare programs, began 
looking for pertinent and reliable statistics on which to base 
judgments. The registration certificates assumed new importance 
as they were looked to as a source of credible national vital and 
health statistics for use by all levels of government 
institutions and the general public. Demand for this information 
increased and research was undertaken on how best to apply it to 
the rapidly developing data processing technology. 

In ~ the NOVi~;"~S~~~~~eL~i~~.;§ '-s~rv'e~ to 

it~;:;:.;~:~BIf~~ii~~~fl~~c{1~'g~~lt~-~£;f1J-!:%~'~~~b£·~'~S'~·:ng~h~f 
health related subjects~ 1TI~Iuding-the annual collection of data 
from r§'c'QX:d.s. . ..oL.....bi.UJ:l..§... dearrrs,~"':tla""es"';""an"d"'Ciivo~rces:--'l'rte---' 
Vital statistics funct'ionartne red'e~-'levens''''stiri housed in 
the NCHS. 

II "-' JI.o, ... r- J~.rl·\ C(y YI(,~'_"C~~ ~T~{l;q)"'(i tv A , I 0 qJr-rL. l..A'.::' A :r::,e I ' 
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OPERATION OF THE UNITED STATES VITAL REGISTRATION/VITAL 
STATISTICS SYSTEM 

The vital statistics system in the United States is a State 
operated-State controlled s~steID. There ~.nQ.E~~~-
mandating .. the ,.:?egi~~:r:~-52.t.:,~.UY-MYJJ~"?1,,,~,,Y~~g!. As indicated 
above, when the U.S. Constitution was frameu it did not include a 
provision for the registration of vital events. Because under 
the U.S. form of government any authority not specifically 
granted to the Federal Government automatically falls to the 
States, the; resp<;mllQ~."~Jsu:.."..,t~,,,,£~tra~,ion. of vi tal events 
b St- ,t-, . bll; t-" -"------~---.--,----- .. ---.,,. ecam~ a"".,,~~<9~~,"JJ;.~Q~Q,.~.;t.., ~_ ......... "".$ -. 

When it became apparent in the late 1800' sand ea,):'ly.l,.9,Q,Q' s that 

~fsI~¥~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ 
E_~giR,lX9!;.iQJ!,,~iil;-·t'ne'''''''decrs-ionw'a's''-maae ~fo"'"wo'rk-tilr~Ough-the 
States to develop comparable systems in all States rather than 
changing the Constitution and bringing such systems under the 
control of the Federal Government. Therefore, we hav~ a s~ste~ 
in which each of the indiyidualStates controls the system and 
The J_E[Q~1~1:=E:~:EI~er Pf2iI~_~,gili~ce- ~d'-a s81 g"t'ance'fhrough a 
coo erati ve arran ement. It is a s'YS'temwn:l·crr .. 'ft'Ct'~r'ffO"e'De~-~'" 
expecte to work efficiently, but, through the willingness of 
both the States and the Federal Government to work together for 
the common good, ~J2§ .. ~D_.~;U1S;t"<;:9}l!.~ll}d,~,§,,,,,"tQN~R"~.~.I.~m9]:)~~1:?,,I ¥. 
successful. 

'_''''~''';;';'''''~ -""-,,.,..,. ,_. ,"--,,',0 

In an effort to ensure that the information collected by the 
various States is as uniform as possible, the Federal Government 
and the States work cooperatively to develop standard reporting 
forms that are recommended to the States as models for the 
development of their reporting forms. The fi~"",s .. U.t~JldaJ:~"c;t~~£,e 

~l;~~:l~~~~t:§1 s-}~~-Y~w·~~·Y-r:~:<~,t~~~··~f'~~a~~d:l!~·E/~·~n<?,e , ~_ .. _,_~~Ji9JJ 
designed to include the minimum lnformation needed to mee~ legal 
needs and to produce statistical data to meet both national and 

~~ ~; ~e ~~e~~ ~ sfrti: fr%~I-gS~.;t~;e~geTE*~*.tl~~I-~"-'~}~~:'-·!*6~e~~C?;~~.~ 
~m'Ostc.' ~s't·a"t~e>"reporting-'lOrm~·~c;;;form~cve·ry·vcToseTy··n)" the s t anda rds 
in terms of content. 

Another tool to promote uniformity is the Model State Vital 
Statistics Act and Regulations. Like the standard certificates, 
the Model Act is developed jointly by the states and the Federal 
Government and is desigI).§,Q.,,,t_Q.,,,,,$~Y~.~~ a guide to the ,states in 
~.?.,;:;,!~£.~r::~""'<?"t~';:'~"t~~~~~~~~~2;.,!..~~.~~~!iE..~t ~a:t:ffih" . MWfid i 11 e not t a 1 I ::;LclLes llaVC..LaWS lla c<3mp..LeLe..LY conLorm o-rhe 0 e ,mos are 
similar in concept. The most recent revision of the Model Act 
was in 1992. 
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In the process of developing standards and recommendations for 
the states, the guidelines from the World Health Organization 
(WHO) are carefully reviewed. Our definitions and reporting 
requirements are in essential agreement with the recommendations 
from the WHO. 

2,n e 0 f the un i qu e. as p'.e ::!~_.2J.~,i!;ill..JL><§L~, __ ~J? g ~ s! r a t..i.9lL...§.~§...t,e.m..~~~_!!2~ t 
tfie res c:nsib 11 ty t9L;~Y..9111£1 .. ~j;J,.J1~AlU1~t.~tJ,.L~Ilg .... t.~ ~?_S~£~~,~,y .... ;~!_~,r 
reco~];_s no l~.seg" .. "p.~!.Lt.l},~, .19,IDlJy. Rather our raws requ1r~' 
,!;naT ce rta1n !?.E*,f_~~l ~jE~.?.l~'T~.~~LtQ,~,~~E~Ill_12~-.f..~,~I?g~",~~~.d:~ 
for obt~ining t e 7.n~iQP .. _~.uSL.lll}-f!5L!_~e record!_~:.~_~.~!i~~ 
a PP.E£.E£~.a..lJ.t.llo.k J .t.J e.~-, I n the ca s e ~ f:1)ffin,-uie ' 
responsibility is generally assigned to the hQspit~1 where the 
birth occurs (approximately 98% of all births occur in 
hospitals). For those not occurring in a hospital, the attendant 
~t the birth (physician or midwife) is responsible for the-girth" 
cert1t1cate. For deaths, the responsibility for ensuring that 
the certificate 1S compTeted and filed is placed on the funeral 
director hired by the family to arrange for the disposifion 6f 
the body. This is effective since the disposition of almost all 
deaths are arranged through these professional funeral directors. 

The physician who attended the decedent for the event leading to 
death or, if death was due to an external cause, the medical 
examiner or coroner is required to complete the medical 
certification of cause of death. The cause of death is included 
on the same document so it is the responsibility of the funeral 
director to get the form to the appropriate certifier and to 
retrieve it after the cause-of-death section is completed. The 
certificate is then filed with the appropriate authorities. 

There are several significant advantages to having the re~prds 
completeaana 'E 1 IecrDy'some~onEtotner~"fnan~"'fhe-rarrrlTS17'-~=-'·iL 
red uce s ~ ~n i flea-tEl] ::llii'JJSiffiDer-or-r5e'rs ongt"'WFiQ"''"ffiUS''"f b 0 rmea 
o f the i"r "Te-a'1resoniibi I i t~~d,.rrra~·lr1't1l'eproper·"",··C"M"~' 
complet'I~~:",~··"'Theco·mpl.etlon·oT·tne·"'recoras·· is 
perceTved~as a part of the responsibility of these individuals in 
their professional relationship with the family or the 
individual. Also, since most of these individuals are licensed 
in some manner by the States, the licensure process can be used, 
if necessa7'Y' to exeE!_.2",~.~,~_§~,:t:'E~ .. 8J:L:tD,~!1l,c ts>. J?fgg~E,~~." .. ~.9,.~h~i7' job 
of comp!~!-_~~g .. ~'!OEEr:§,. From a stat1st1cal stanapo1nt, th1'S 
process a1-IOws~he collection of vital research data on the 
same form and at the same time as the legal information is 
obtained. In addition to the cause-of-death information on the 
death certificate, we collect a wide range of medical and health 
information on the birth certificate. It makes for a more 
efficient process and, by tying the provision of the statistical 
information to the legal requirement to file the birth or death 
certificate, ~~~c:~:bp"info.rlJ\a,tion.much m9:r;~_ C;:9mpl,~te~~{<_and 
timely. Since information from the legal portion is also 
rmportant for statistical purposes, we do not have to worry about 
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linking two different systems together to produce our vital 
statistics data. 

As indicated in the historical overview, the Federal Government 
has been publishing vital statistics data since the mid 1800's 
and has been using State vital records as a source since 1880. 
In the early years, copies or abstracts of the actual records 

ii~~iiHr7&i~~i~~tk~~~~~ii~E:~i,~~{i~~~~nt~~ .. 
virtually all of our lnformatlon ln tnlS manner. Our contracts 
wlEh~·Tfie<·~S1:aresrE;"qulre·-'tJl'at-tn'ey·""pr5vrae'~·fflelnf orma t ion to us ? 
in our format and according to our coding specifications. In 
return, the States are reimbursed for the federal share of 
collecting and processing these data. There are a number of 
advantages to the new arrangement: It gets rid of duplication of 
effort since the information will only be keyed once, not twice 
as it was in the past; the States are more familiar with their 
records and are likely to do a better job of capturing the 
information; and the contracts provide significantly more money 
to the States than they received when they were providing copies 
of the records (a portion of this money is supposed to be used in 
programs to improve the quality of the data). 

TECHNIQUES TO BRING ABOUT IMPROVEMENTS 

There are a number of things that have contributed to 
improvements in the quality and completeness of both the 
registration of vital events in the United States and in the 
quality of the information obtained through the system. As with 
the system as a whole, efforts to effect improvements are a joint 
effort of the individual States working through the$ederal 
~~ having responsibility for national statistics (currently 
the National Center for Health Statistics). 
. f!IoI"'~~t':!'V.l<"'O!i"1'I'l~"-""':<'''''''~'''''''''';''''''l'..M:<: .. S'''I\I>1'':J,'''1l>')''''''';'''-''''''<~'~''>''.,~.F\.".''''''~1II~~''''M<.<~'''' 

The decision by the Federal Government to work through the States 
to promote the establishment of a vital registration system and 
to use this system as the source of national vital statistics 
data dictated that the States would always be the principal agent 
for bringing about improvements. However, ~..E.e.da;r:.gL.G.Q.y~~t 

~~~o~~~*~l}'r~'et:~'~';r~*~'~a~E~~~~~"k~~¥b~'~~rr~o~~'~~"~~~~;: in T~~: 
United States. It is truly a system that relies on the 
willingness of the Federal and State partners to work together to 
meet a common goal. 

There is one point that must be kept in mind when working to 
improve a system - the ~udience must be convinced of the value of 
the pro.due to them--l'f-~w~'--ar'e~to'-e~ecr"~th'em-"rocoC)~te~:-"---

1 1za 10n s e slng·re-moS1:1rnporranf""Iac1:~15"'rlD."glng· about 
. in the system. g~_~~~"'£l!~l;?,!J..s,_~E,2..\;:;~_ .. t};~x..J~.~~2 ... ,!J:..s;.., 
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~~~:,~~.g~:rtt;-t*~::~~2:rl~~~~~~.S&~~'·."· ~~~~s~'~~'~~~S'~1~a~"~IT-to 
tne""poliCY-'ma'kers~llirre;earchers ~lnow' that auF "(f2i't'a""'Efi'e""of value 
to tfiem ln' rna ktri'£n4~s} s 1 onS-OnresQtl1::Gea"I'ttf~n; or' ···t:'~"'''i''derrETfy 
ana expTain'a ro em,""the"wrrr'su-p·ort"'ithe'Cotr'ecri'On~·· .. &t·'-'trr~lOr 
daq:. rt"·rne"~dsare-'~~·of'"lmpo'r~anr'l''o'''>'ln'e·'''pu13Tre~'''ancf if' the 
~a are not important the system will not be successful. The 
focus of the efforts to ~prove both completeness and quality 
must be on convincing the public, the providers, and the users of 
the value of the records and the data to them. 

Invo2vement or persons invo2ved with the event who are not 
members or the rami2y in the registration process - Because of 
the way the vital registration system is organized in the United 
States, the responsibility for completing and filing the vital 
record is not on the family. The ho~~it~where the birth occurs 
or the attendant at the birth is responsible for completing the 
birth record; the ~~.J:,Q,.J.:." handling the disposition of 
the dead body aLricrthe physician in attendance at the death are 
responsible for the death certificate. .sjJ)cgt:hE?,,;r~gist:r:C?:~tig~ is 

£~9~~ep~{t t~~"-¥a·ili"'f~J~.£'r~~e~~~~i~,t'~~'~~~~r'~'~·~~'~{'h·~'~~e~f··:"Q9_¥h~'~~i~s 
eSpeCI~rIY'~tiu'Er'~·sllbu'fd'" ci' chirdCiie"'short'ly" after 'J::;'frth'. The 
family may feel that there is no need to bother since the child 
is dead. The other advantage of involving persons other than the 
family is that it makes it possible to obtain statistical data 
that would not be available from the family. 

It may not be practical for other countries to implement a 
similar process for registering the event but those involved with 
the event can still be involved in the process. Requiring 
hospitals, clinics, midwives, etc., who deliver babies to send 
lists of all deliveries and some information about these 
deliveries can be an invaluable check on registration 
completeness as well as a source of statistical information not 
available from the family. 

Deve20p inror.mationa2 materia2s ror distribution - Over the years 
in the United States a variety of pamphlets and other 
informational documents have been ""(!"eV'e"J:'oped"and distributed. 
These have been deslgned to inform the parents about the 
importance of birth registration to them and their child and to 
alert them to the information they would need to provide when the 
birth certificate is being completed. The focus of the materials 
has been on the importance of the information to the individual 
or the family. 

Other materials have been developed to inform the person or 
facility charged with the completion of a document about their 
obligations, to provide instructions on the proper completion of 
the document, and to ~ndicate the reason the various items are 
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included on the record. This latter inclusion is especially 
impo r tan t sin ce i n ~.h §..>Jl.utt'"~s! ~~te!",~~_<?~}i:~~Y.c:i:S~a)._",r.;~~,Q~ g,§=,in..~J."1J$~_ 

~~0#tgi;{;·J m~-?~tf«J~%,~t~~~~tE~D~~16~t~~~g~ o~h~~: i~~:~ ~~:~!e~~~g 
the individual or the family, they may not always understand the 
importance of the information that is being collected solely for 
statistical purposes. 

Over the years these materials have taken many forms. In the 
early years of the registration system, much of the material was 
directed at the general public to educate them and to encourage 
them to ensure that the records were completed and filed by the 
appropriate individuals. Since our registration system, f9r 
births and deaths is now virtually complete;-''''''fJi'e'''!o~Cus''''01'"''most of 
6urcur·renf~Tnrormarr(rna1;""mater'laJ:""wrs·"trrrErcted at the persons and 
facilities who have responsibilities for the registration of the 

.ii~~i~~~~~~;hiEI~~i~~t~t~~·~~~:~~:{~~:~~~i~~~.~~~~.~f. 
information included. These Handbobkga'r~dire'cted' at-· .... 
"Or-"gai1I~'~ti'on;-'arclindi vfduals"who 'have'responsibili ties in the 
Eeg i § t.r a t i 9np.:rqce~s: .... ~l1Y~.if.,.hMS, t~~~~"~ .. < 0 ire ct 6 r s ,M~9i ca 1 ' 
EX~I'rl;tI).~x,~lH?I9DE1.;r.:~<~,;.:.and _Hg.~!?~tt§th.§.!, . Ir: adar~loo;'~'we'-'trdve " .,.", 
ftandbooks on marrlage and dlvorce reglstratlon, the reportlng of 
induced terminations of pregnancy, and guidelines for completing 
the occupation and industry items on the death certificate. 
Copies of these handbooks are provided free of charge to the 
various State vital statistics offices for distribution within 
their State (some States develop their own handbooks using the 
NCHS handbooks as models) . 

One ~,..!.he rna' or areas of <:::9,.U.S;~W"fX .. ~giU:9iu$L,SK:;S~:!1.~Of data 
ha~",..£.~~D.",~tJrJ;;~~~~. , ~ .. ,,_ Whlle the hana.DooK§"i5~\f1·de' < ",,,·-.H 

instrtiction, i'tiey' are not always accessible to the physician when 

~
he death certificate is being completed. In addition, people 

~,~~ re often not willing to take the time to look up the 
nstruct~in a handbook. Therefore, we have d~veloped ~_~~ 

f~,o~-- ~Efi~g~. tG, tk.,amibtt.~nstruction Shee!. _on"",!~:~. ,": ;.Ql;--£2!E~,~~:!:J 
-.J '-"f t e Cau ~- ' ~.tl'~~""f1':fi'e "l3eath Certlflcate." Agaln, 

t.11es~ hav~ been provided free'Ot'-cnarge~e"S"ra'tes and have 
received wide distribution to hospitals and other locations 
within the States. Physician reaction to the laminated sheet has 
been very positive and it is hoped that it will result in 
improvements in the quality of cause-of-death data. Work is 
currently underway on another laminated sheet on "Instructions 
for Completing the Cause-of-Death Section for Injury and 
Poisoning" and it will be ready for distribution by the end of 
1994. As the title indicates this flyer will provide 
instructions for those deaths due to external causes (accidents, 
injuries, and poisonings) . 
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Training - As with other programs designed to improve 
completeness and quality, the responsibility for training 
programs rests primarily with the individual States. The 
National Center for Health Statistics provides some training 
tools and staff will, on occasion, participate in the training 
progr, e tool .~. __ . __ . tl}.~"."E.:,~9§£~1 .. ,gQy.~*Jlm.~1lt...j,ns:;J~lJ...c1~ 
the handbook an 'nated sheets mentioned above. We have also 

pelon 0 v vi~eo~e;~~·ds~EO'6~e·~-~~~f~I€~~~~~~:~;g~-rd~i2EeE-
~nn-On .. ~rfiEt"·CompTel·lon of the birth certificate and is 
intended for use in training hospital personnel. Three of the 
videos provide instruction on the completion of the death 
certificate: One is for funeral directors and deals primarily 
with the personal information on the death certificate; one is 
for physicians on the completion of the cause-of-death section; 
and the other is for medical examiners and coroners and also 
deals with cause of death but is specific to those types of cases 
requiring medical/legal investigation. Each of these videos is 
approximately 20 minutes in length. We have also developed an 
audio tape providing instructions on the completion of the 
cause-of-death section which is approximately 10 minutes long. 
All of these items are provided free of charge to the States. 

The level of training varies considerably from State to State. 
In some there are training programs conducted every year and for 
a variety of participants. Regrettably, in some States there is 
virtually no training. The availability of resources is 
generally the reason for the difference. The training programs 
are directed toward those individuals and organizations that have 
responsibilities related to the registration of vital events. 
Almost all deal with birth and death. Only occasionally do they 
include§ .. "..oi"s,C;;ll~~i.9_n of marriage and divorce. Since most States 
bave~_aC~c'£L,regist~ wi th whom birth and deat'Ilie'coFQs-'are'~"-" 

f~~~~d~~·~*I~~,·.a~~~~~r·{~~IyI~u~r~.:'~t6f~~i,,;I~~·r,~~~R~¥~~'~"~~f~d~~ 
are·'h'o"S"plfa.l,,:p~f:s·~r{n'eT,a:rldfuneral 'direct·ors. "Over'the"'yea:Fs, 
ni.ime rous"€; f fort's' na·v"e··been'''made''····fo'' i'h'cl'li'i'1e"·p1'i ys i cians but with 
only limited success. It is for this reason that. the a..t:,~s where 
thEf..~e.~~~¥~a.r .• +.i.ro..px,Qx.E?ment in, theg1,1j?-:i,.iJ)'..gf our data is' 
~~~~i~~~~~!Pb. " ". ".,~.", " ... ", .... ',". '" , .. '> .... ,.<.~" .. ~. ,.' ...• '''''' 

The training programs generally focus on the following: 

o A discussion of problem areas that have been identified, 
either through discussion with the participants or through a 
review of the records that have been received by the State; 

o Going over the various records and ensuring that the 
participants understand the various items and how they are 
supposed to be completed; 

o A discussion of the uses of the various items. This is 
especially important for the statistical items since their 
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value may not be as obvious as the legal items; 
o A review of any recent changes in procedures caused by new 

legislation or a change in policy. 

The National Center for Health Statistics also offers some 
training programs for the States. There are three types of 
courses offered: (1) Nosology courses for State cause-of-death 
coders; (2) a general vital statistics course designed for 
persons at the State and local level involved with the production 
of vital statistics; and (3) a vital registration course designed 
for persons at the State and local level involved with the 
registration of vital records. These courses are designed to 
promote uniformity and quality in coding procedures, in 
statistical practices, and in registration procedures. 

Fie~d program - One of the most positive programs instituted by 
the States in the past 20 years to improve the quality and 
completeness of vital statistics data is the "field program." 

}~~e~~~~ <:~~lA~at~·~··-·~~·:"~~s·2~~~~·~i-'·~I-i~f i'~B'~'~~n;~lv~a~~1-f'f"'-E-fi~-~~,!29-
Ie~n m*frQn"-lilii~noD::IQ..:iaai~i~~~obl~·ms' 'a's"tne'y-a'Fls'e"a-na'-to 
p ~oV-i.9,e.R~~9.lJ,.§....,9JJi...9~ce .. ' on the ~prop·ey""'coinpTe1:1o'f1~'Of--·'t·he··"-·~ 
vEtil Qu~"~do~uments.. The y . pray~an'~Tntegr'a1"'~part::"'''':rn c·ttre'·""' .. ···· .. c" •• 

~ements for and conduct of training programs .. They follow 
closely reports on the quality and completeness of records that 
are being filed so they can identify problems early and take 
action to solve them. They spend a significant amount of their 
time "in the field" providing instruction, answering questions, 
and trouble shooting. These field representatives have had a 
significant impact on improvements in the completeness and 
quality of the vital statistics data. 

Workshops - Much concern,..Jl~~.J;>~~.D ... ~~~J2£.e_~_~.~,g __ -9.Q.Qg:t .. j:-h.~ .. m:l.~~l;j.~tY ... S::!. 
cause-:of:-st~h,...g~. In 1989 and again in 1991, the National 
t"'e-nTerMIor Health Statistics, in cooperation with the U. S. 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics, convened a 
workshop of persons representing interested organizations to 
discuss steps that might be taken to improve cause-of-death 
statistics. Among the associations represented were the American 
College of Physicians; the American Geriatric Society;' the 
American Hospital Association; the American Medical Association; 
the American Medical Record Association; the Association of 
American Medical Colleges; the College of American Pathologists; 
the International Association of Coroners and Medical Examiners; 
the National Medical Association; and the National Association of 
Medical Examiners. The workshops focused on what needed to be 
done to improve cause-of-death data in the United States and the 
consensus was that traiI}ing ero5Ir.2.~s,J.2.!.....Ehy'sicicUUa ..ha.d.~.~ 
i~PEoved. The following are some of the specific recommendations 
maae~mprove physician education programs: 
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Physician Training 

It is essential to convey the importance of cause-of-death 
information and to provide an overview of the process during 
medical school training. Educational materials should be 
tied to the appropriate and relevant clinical topics and 
linked with research on mechanisms of disease and death. 

Residency is considered the key time for educating 
physicians on cause-of-death reporting. Educational efforts 
should begin at the orientation of new residents and should 
be focused on the resident's first completion of a death 
certificate. 

Continuing medical education, either through self-study or 
other course work, on completion of the death certificate 
should be considered as a requirement for relicensure and/or 
medical society membership. 

Continuing medical education modules should be developed for 
practicing physicians. These modules should be tied to 
clinical research and problem areas. 

Training should be targeted to physicians who complete a 
significant number of death certificates in their practice. 

A study should be undertaken to determine which physicians 
certify deaths. 

Medical examiners and coroners are a resource for training 
on cause-of-death certification in medical schools and can 
also serve as a resource to State Registrars and hospitals 
by serving as consultants, reviewing death certificates, and 
providing feedback to certifiers. 

Local health officers also can serve as a resource to States 
for querying cause of death. 

Assuring accurate completion of the death certificate is 
part of continuous quality improvement in the hospital. 
There should be one or more focal points in the hospital for 
assuring proper completion of death certificates. 

The role of the medical records department in fostering 
accurate cause-of-death reporting in the hospital should be 
increased. 

Completion of training in cause-of-death certification 
should be a requirement for staff privileges. 

Hospitals should facilitate submission of amendments to 
death certificates after autopsy findings are received. 
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The usefulness of death certificate information for 
individual programs and specialties, from both a clinical 
and research perspective, must be marketed to the physician 
community. A medical media "blitz" is needed. 

States should develop action plans for improving 
cause-of-death certification and convene planning meetings 
with the interested parties in their respective States. 

Evaluation and Software Development 

There should be a total reevaluation of how medical 
information is collected through the death certificate. 
This would include evaluation of alternative designs for the 
medical certification of cause-of-death and for the order of 
reporting underlying and contributing causes. 

Uniform software for completion of the death certificate, 
for use by all jurisdictions, should be developed. The new 
software should be interactive and user (physician) -
friendly. Although aimed at proper completion of the 
certificate, the new software should also be educational. 

Software should be developed for completing the entire death 
certificate. Several modules should be considered to meet 
needs of various users and producers of death certificates. 

The first module undertaken should be the medical module, 
focusing on the cause-of-death certification by the 
physician. 

Hospital autopsy data should be incorporated into the 
process. 

System design requirements for the medical module should be 
developed within 2 years; the medical module should be 
operational by 1996. 

The National Center for Health Statistics should coordinate 
the development of the interactive approach and software. 
Medical examiners and coroners, physician organizations, the 
National Funeral Directors Association, States, and the 
Association for Vital Records and Health Statistics are all 
key players in development and implementation of the medical 
module. 

The model state vital statistics act and regulations, which 
currently are undergoing review and revision by the States 
and NCHS, should take into consideration collection and 
issuance of death information through electronic means. 
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While progress has already been made and some of the 
recommendations have been implemented, much work remains to be 
done to achieve the quality of cause-of-death data we desire. 

The laminated sheets mentioned earlier were an outgrowth of the 
workshops. The NCHS has also awarded a contract to try to find 
out more about physician knowledge and attitudes toward death 
registration. This should provide information to assist in 
developing or improving training programs. It may also lead to 
changes in the design or content of the death certificate if it 
is found that the current form is a problem. The report on this 
study is due in 1995 and we would anticipate that it will be 
helpful in bringing about improvements in cause-of-death data. 

Exhibit on cause-o£-death - After the 1989 workshop, the NCHS, in 
cooperation with other organizations, developed an educational 
exhibit addressed to physicians on the importance of accurate 
cause-of-death certification. In addition to providing 
instruction on the completion of the cause-of-death section, the 
exhibit emphasizes the many uses of mortality data for policy and 
research purposes. The exhibit is designed to be shown at 
physician association meetings and to date has been shown at 10 
such meetings. In addition, a smaller version of the exhibit has 
been developed and offered to the States for use at State level 
meetings and several States have already availed themselves of 
the offer. Our plans are to continue taking this exhibit to 
medical association meetings as long as it appears to be of 
interest to the attendees. 

Querying - One of the oldest techniques used by the States to 
improve the quality and completeness of information is to query 
(contact) the reporting source when a certificate is filed with 
missing or inconsistent information. The purpose of the query is 
to obtain the missing information or to clarify the 
inconsistency. While it would be preferable that the certificate 
be filed correctly to begin with, this helps ensure that the data 
are correct before official statistics are released. The query 
program can also serve as a training tool since it does alert 
providers when they are doing something wrong or when they are 
providing inconsistent information. Hopefully they will be more 
careful and thorough in the future. To assist States with their 
query program, the National Center for Health Statistics has 
developed two instruction manuals to provide guidelines. One of 
the manuals deals only with cause-of-death while the other 
provides guidance for the other items on the death certificate as 
well as all items on the birth certificate. These manuals have 
been helpful in bringing about uniformity and consistency in 
State query programs. 

Automation - Birth - Automation is beginning to have an impact on 
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the quality, completeness, and timeliness of vital statistics 
data in the United States. In the past 10 years, the States have 
begun to implement electronic birth certificate (EBC) systems in 
their hospitals. These systems allow hospital personnel to enter 
the birth certificate information on a computer rather than using 
a typewriter to complete the document. This process is much 
quicker and easier for the hospital since corrections can be made 
on the computer before the certificate is printed and mistakes 
can be avoided. The software also includes defaults for 
repetitive information (such as facility name and address) so 
that it does not have to be retyped for each certificate. The 
most important aspect of the systems from a data quality 

~~a~~~o~~~te h~~e~~~~k i~e;~~~s~~~e~::,~i~~X~rf~~"~~'2~r~'~21In~,~~~.3~~te 
vrrarsta:rrstICs'~'onlce"'are-"rro\:tTr1'corporate(r'info"the'so £t wa re"'a t 
nle'ho'si)~Ifar:~-""""'The-r'e'{ore;-"the~"'ce:Ff"rf'ica't'e""'l's ""crfe"t'Ked""Dy"''El''rEr''~tf±i: s 
b'e"f'()fEr~theI5aper 'COpy -is~wprTnFe'd"-or'''''the'''reC'oi'-a' is'transmi tted to 
the':Sta~te.-~-'Thfs"Eas "ci'Ymost 'eliminated-the need for querying 'in" 
th'osehospitals using the electronic systems. In addition'" the 
S'Eci"ce--vitai"'sta-tistics'of"fic'e-recei'vesari electronic version of 
the certificate removing the need for almost all data entry for 
the record. 

The use of EBC programs is growing and we expect that almost all 
births will be registered through such systems within the next 
few years. While they do not solve all of the data quality 
problems, they do solve many of them and are resulting in 
significant savings in time in the hospitals as well as the State 
vital statistics offices. 

We are also beginning to explore ways electronics could be used 
to get information needed for the birth certificate (especially 
the statistical information) from the source of prenatal care to 
the hospital more efficiently. While we feel the overall quality 
of data on the birth certificate is good, we know that some 
information is not included or is not complete either because the 
birth registration clerk cannot locate it in the medical record 
or the medical record is not available. Our efforts in this area 
are just beginning but it appears to be the logical next step in 
our attempt to improve the quality of natality data. 

Death - Because of the complexity of the death registration 
system, development of an electronic death certificate (EDC) has 
lagged behind the development of the EBC. Currently only one 
State has an operational EDC system. In the registration of a 
~l t h~ •. { un~f~_"di.t'-~t.,pJ:;~Jl5!,§".17.h,~,~5?Xe"t~Jr::r:i~E2,ri,~,:~~:iJ~ty "Jo, r', 

~~::!!f!~~~~~b~*~1~~~~~~~~r}~~~~~i1~tKi~~tJlt!i~: 
Q1i'7S't'e'1Crn;"'~"meCI'ica'TN'exatn:~:(;: .. :'dt ,"cororm r i s"'r'es""'OnEriDi~-Y 0 r 
comp 1 e f'ing 'flie'-cause':'o'f-dea t h "rnfo~'ma''Fron~''''-fn.Pacj'a1<'f,fon·:'''-wnen 
...., "'~~>Koi~'''k_~''''"'~I'i{;.''''~'hT~".~.,;c'''"''''''''''k."",.,-\.,~,,<.i.'',.t~'_"'-"':'''.~~''i'','''''>f"->!''!''''~ 
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deaths occur in a hospital or other institution the hospital or 
institution will sometimes assist with obtaining the information 
for the certificate, especially the cause-of-death information. 
Because of the number of individuals involved in the completion 
of each certificate and the logistical problems involved with 
each, the development of an EDC will be more complex than the 
EBC. Currently the National Center for Health Statistics is 
working on the development of a prototype EDC that will provide 
the States with guidance in the development of a system within 
their State. When completed, the prototype will have two part.s -
the personal information and the cause-of-death information. Our 
intent is to develop a system that, like the EBC, will edit the 
certificate as it is being completed, including the cause of 
death. In addition, we plan to include instructions for the 
completion of the various items as a part of the "help" feature 
of the package. Special emphasis will be given to the 
instructions for the cause-of-death section. It is too early to 
speculate on how an EDC will be installed in the various States. 
It is hoped, however, that the NCHS prototype will be helpful in 

setting the specifications. It is currently being tested in two 
areas and their experience will be extremely helpful to NCHS in 
making improvements in the prototype. There is currently much 
interest in an EDC system and we anticipate that States will 
begin developing and installing these systems very soon. 

Training too1s - In our continuing efforts to develop training 
materials for physicians on completing the cause-of-death, we are 
exploring the development of a .. comp.~~Ej~.ed !ra}I!i~~~<!1}1,.~. The 
concept would be to provide case Fiistorles ~c9mputer ana ,-
nave" :t'rr~::-W~11!J::an:¢pmpJj~J:~ .. the cause-of:":deafh f9reac:D orCthe 
cc;mputer. . The ro ram wouid tnen~'evali.iafe'tfie caiis'e 'Tven'''b "the _...EE~~,,,,,,",,,, .. ,;,.,,,,-... ,, ...... ,. '~'."" ,.... .' .... ,."' ... ""~ .. _ ... ',,> .•. ' ., •.••.•. ,9 ... ",. . Y 
etrx~I~gr"§~I},(;;L.J?£2Yt9~~,-~t~,~St:Rflc::k.~,, We believe the concept to 'be" 
~i~ble and staff are currently working on it. While I cannot 
give a specific time frame, we should have something that we can 
give to the States to disseminate within the next one to two 
years. If we are successful, such a training aid should be 
extremely helpful. 
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~w t~~a ~~fcITr~{~~£af~~~~t~~m~~;.~~<a'~1'~o'~~~··~k6~~1r~9:~~p~~·:rgl'n~~ y 
'fOr"""-rovrcrr n ""/~'lnI6"rma·rr~n··lor· 'llie .. ,' i:'e coras" :crr:'~l:Qr":'nT'itr ""'''trre'-~----'""'' ~, .. J?""_"",_,.,,, .. " .... '~~.'~'-.-"'''''/~'cr'''''~'''·''''·''''·''''·''<>·''···''''·'·'''"', •. '.'" ......... -"'.-~, .•.... , .... " .. ': .. " ... '''', .""",."",; .. g."",,,",~,,,," 

¥e~~'f~~ t er rfi~fia¥r'~'~'fi-~~€~€~'~'~aI%~~~~i~~/~~~~~'r'~h~~"~li'~'~~~'~~~~e 2.';_ 
vaTIi'e"'i'f'trtt'U's'e's"of"fne"'fErEOra's"or"'t'he data"'derlved"'ricifrCtnein:"" 
'wile' n "f;:;1 1k1 n'g"-'to"""pfl'yirt'c~rans:;'n-'ff"~,{s""'\i;erY"h'E§'l"t>"'fuT''fb-'b"e""2(tfle,·rt 0 s how 
them an article from one of their journals either talking about 
the value of the data from birth or death records or using data 
from these records. The same applies to others involved in the 
registration process, as well. And these same articles can be 
very helpful in explaining to the general public why certain 
items of information are being collected. Even though the family 
does not register the birth or death, they provide much of the 
information for the documents and they do have questions about 
why certain information is being asked. Having examples of uses 
to show when questions arise is extremely helpful. 

A number of States have ..9.~~J_s.E.~£t .. ~.§~t.t~~,§._,,,,~,bi-.,.(~.Jl,, .. §,~.£Y~~., .. -q~ .. ,,a 
~ommunication avenue. wi th P~<?,I?1_~",,"~n.st,9~:sg~gt~.§.~t~Sn\§,".Ar;Dz:gl,Y:~,9 .... :V,~th 

;~~a,r~'!~f!ff~~~:~~~~~m:.~~~,~~- ~~. ~h!e ~::~ l:~~:~;' a~'~~al-r'~'§f~~~f'o a 
speCInc auaience~-rE;e;eral States have a newsletter that deals 
with the electronic birth certificate program and they are sent 
to those hospitals participating in the EBC program). Most of 
the newsletters are more general in nature and are designed to 
inform a wide range of persons and organizations. Among the 
topics covered are law changes; personnel changes; and a 
discussion of a current problem or issue that has been brought to 
the attention of the State staff. l:t:L",p. few, of. the States they 
include a "score board" on the timeline'ss"8f'ieportingfrom the 
vaiTous"'*'a£'eas-'o'r'lJi'e'sfaJ,e'~"'Tfi'e'Tnfent" isto'create . an ' 
almosphere:_~thatwITi resuTt'Th' improvements in 
get ting the ~~~e-. St~ITce''''~O'n .... 'tTme·;'''''·''·'S·ra·EEtsh'ave 
ft5Uird~tl1es'e-'newslet'ter's~to'be'a ""relativeiy " inexpensive mechanism 
to maintain lines of communication within the vital statistics 
community and to promote improvements in timeliness and quality 
of reporting. 

Using Other Sources to Check Qua~ity o£ Vita~ Statistics Data -
Surveys can be an effective and cost-efficient mechanism to 
obtain statistical data not available through the vital 
statistics system. These surveys can also be helpful in 
examining the quality of data collected through the civil 
registration system. I~!:LJ:b~"JIIli,L~.9 .. _~te"s" we cQnduct perj Qdi~ 

1 ~~fu~: __ 1l~t;gi·~E'~·~rr&~·ro~t~~~T~2~e~,~~,b.t~~£~G'~e~;'~'Elt~~~,g some 
items that are also on the registration document. This provides 
us a good measure of the quality of our data and is helpful in 
identifying potential problems that need to be addressed. 
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Since birth certificates in the U.S. are completed by hospitals, 
another technique to check on quality is to compare the 
information in the hospital records with that on the birth 
certificate. This can be an effective mechanism to identify 
problems in the procedures used in the hospital to prepare the 
birth certificate. However, despite the effectiveness of the 
process in identifying problems and improving data quality, it is 
expensive and time-consuming and only a few of our States have 
been able to use it. 

Con£identia~ity and Qua~ity - In the vital statistics system we 
collect extensive amounts of very valuable information that, we 
hope, will lead to improvements in the quality of life of the 
citizens of our country. Much of this information is of a 
personal nature and could be embarrassing if it is improperly 
us ed 0 r re 1 e a s ed . .J tis .,...£!:.i!-. i c::a Lj;J)._Sl·L..a.dj;,q..Ui7t..~",s.af.eg:u..ar.ds. .... be 
emp 1'21~~...tQ,_~);:-Ot:e.c.t.,...,~,:i,nf.Q,mtat.i.oJ.l-~tJ;:,QID •.. .imPX9J2§X ... 9,F 
inappropriate di~~~~,.i,;L,'fl~~ . .Q'.£'~'MJ::Q. .... ~XP~Qt .. J~h§.PI9XJ~si~}~~~.:t0 
pr§Y'!mt :~5:mllrWfe aru1..~1~.st~,,9.n· These safeguards are 
needed not only on the individual documents but also on the 
statistical information. 

In the United States, State confidentiality laws vary somewhat 
and in some of the States anyone can obtain a copy of any birth 
or death certificate. However, all States provide protection for 
the information on the birth certificate collected for "medical 
and health use only." In addition, some of the States are now 
limiting who can obtain a copy of a death certificate showing 
cause of death. These restrictions are designed to protect 
personal privacy and to assure those providing the information 
that confidentiality will be maintained. Without these 
protections, it is unlikely that we could continue to collect the 
type of information currently available through our vital 
statistics system. 

CONCLUSION 

Maintaining quality and completeness of the vital registration 
and vital statistics system is a continuous and never ending 
process. All who are involved in the process must be convinced 
that what they are doing is important. While the fact that there 
is a legal mandate that they do something can be helpful, that 
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alone is not enough. They must be convinced of the worth of what 
they are doing. Obviously the more useful the record is to the 
individual or their family the more likely it is that the record 
will be filed. Therefore, it is important that the birth and 
death record become the principal document for proving age and 
for establishing the fact of death for settlement of estates. In 
the United States, a copy of a birth record has long been a 
requirement for proving age for school entrance and this makes 
the family aware of the importance of the document. Utilization 
is critical to ensuring registration completeness. 

It is equally important that the value of the statistical 
information be shown to those who must provide it. Documenting 
programs that have used the data to bring about improvements in 
the health or quality of life of the community is very important 
in convincing physicians and others to provide the information. 
In the United States, there continues to be much concern about 
the infant mortality rate. One of the selling points we have 
used for the information collected on the birth certificate is 
that it is very helpful in the study of adverse birth outcomes, 
especially of infant deaths. Obviously, many other examples can 
be used but the important issue is to explain why the information 
is needed and, most important of all, make sure that it is made 
available to those who need it. 

Over the nearly 100 years of the vital registration system in the 
United States, many techniques have been used to inform and 
educate those involved in the registration process. As our 
society has changed so have the techniques. The important 
factor, however, is that we have continued to seek better ways to 
reach our audience. The fact that the birth and death record are 
so important to the individual and their family is invaluable to 
insuring complete registration. The fact that we collect and 
disseminate statistical information that is invaluable to the 
public health and demographic communities insures the collection 
of high quality statistical data. Our goal now is to make the 
product even better and more valuable and we will never cease 
striving for that goal. 
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